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UB Student Association to hold “Heart Your SA” Club Fair

On February 14th, the University at Buffalo Undergraduate Student Association will be holding the first ever “Heart you SA” club fair event in the SU Lobby and Flag Room from 3:30 PM – 5:30 PM. We encourage everyone to come out and show their support for all of the clubs and club members that make up your Student Association. If you have not joined a club yet, but you want to, this is a great opportunity to see all of the different organizations that might fit your interest. “Clubs, and their activities are a major part of SA. It is only right to give the student body a chance to meet our clubs, see the hard work that they do and learn about the impacts they have on campus so that they might even join a club” said SA Vice President Anyssa Evelyn.

SA clubs are constantly advocating, and working to put on events for the undergraduate body. Despite the efforts of the Student Association to highlight the efforts of our 150 student clubs, often times their achievements go without recognition. We hope that this event, and future club fairs, will further promote and highlight all of the hard work and dedication that our clubs have.

SA President Gunnar Haberl said “It is important that the student body sees all of the amazing things that our SA clubs are achieving and contributing to the overall student experience”.

###
About the University at Buffalo Undergraduate Student Association

SA is your undergraduate student government. SA exists to make the undergraduate student experience everything that it can be, and more. SA represents undergraduate students before the University at Buffalo administration, and continuously advocates in the best interest of all undergraduate students. SA provides a wide range of services, oversees an ever growing roster of clubs and organizations, and put on memorable events throughout the year.

The University at Buffalo’s Student Association is unique amongst SUNY schools in that it is entirely student run. SA is funded through the Mandatory Student Activity Fee and is ultimately overseen by the elected Executive Officers, the SA Senate, and the SA Assembly. The Student Association is a student government of the students, by the students, and for the students.